
88 x 38mm studwork spaced at maximum 600mm centres with 88 x 38mm top rail and base 
plate. 16 x 120mm pressure treated shiplap fixed with 38mm triple life ring shank nails. Uprights 
at all doorways are special profile door frames.

1.2m x 0.76m or 1.8m x 0.76m galvanised talkgrilles fitted to front partitions. These talkgrilles 
can also be fitted into middle and end walls should you require. These are all bolted to timber 
framework with six M10 x 60mm coach screws. Metal chewstrip protection can also be fitted 
around talkgrille apertures should you require.

Front partitions are fitted with a 1.1m wide by 1.20m high bottom door. This comes with the stan-
dard 50mm chewstrip to the top of the door, 200mm auto animal bolt and galvanised kickover 
latch.

12mm exterior grade plywood is used for kickboards. All sections are kickboarded to 1.22m (4ft) 
high and 88 x 38mm bracing is also fitted at the top of the kickboards. Any size partition can be 
accommodated, not only in length but also in height.

We recommend that timber internal stabling is fitted onto one course of semi-engineering bricks. 
The partitions are then bolted to your concrete base via galvanised brackets at 1.2m centres.

Middle partitions are lined to 2.4m high on one side and 1.22m high on the opposite. If talkgrilles 
are fitted into middle walls they are generally located central in the panel. Should you require 
them nearer the front on the loose box, then please stipulate this when ordering.

The standard height of our internal stabling is 2.4m (not including the single course of brick-
work). Lengths vary from a 3.0m pony box to 3.6m standard stable and then up to a 4.2m or 4.5m 
foaling box. Larger stabling can also be manufactured.

150mm cabin hooks are fitted to the bottom stable door.

Internal Tackrooms can be built to any size. They are built of the same materials and are fitted 
with a softwood FLB casement door with lock. Windows can be fitted although it is not recom-
mended for security purposes. Should you require a window then it is fitted with a galvanised 
grille to the inside.

Internal Tackrooms are fitted with a very strong ceiling. This can be utilised for additional stor-
age space. This picture shows the 12mm plywood lining painted white by our client following 
the installation by Broadfield Stables. Tackrooms can be fully insulated in the walls and roof 
should you require.
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